This chapter describes the motivated learning (ML) method that advances model building and learning techniques required for intelligent systems. Motivated learning addresses critical limitations of the reinforcement learning (RL) that coordinates a machine's interaction in an unknown environment. RL maximizes the external reward by approximating multidimensional value functions, however, it does not work well in dynamically changing environments. The ML method overcomes RL problems by triggering internal motivations, and creating abstract goals and internal reward systems to stimulate learning. The chapter addresses an important question of how to motivate an agent to learn and enhance its own complexity? A mechanism is presented that extends low-level sensory-motor interactions towards advanced perception and motor skills, resulting in emergence of desired cognitive properties. ML is compared to RL using a rapidly changing environment in which the agent needs to manage its motivations as well as choose and implement goals in order to succeed.
INTRODUCTION
While we still do not know the mechanisms needed to build them, the design of intelligent machines is likely to revolutionize the way we live.
Researchers around the world work to solve this most challenging task. Artificial neural networks (ANN) modeled on networks of biological neurons are successfully used for classification, function approximation, and control. Yet a classical ANN learns only a single task for which it is trained, requires extensive training effort and close supervision during learning. The reinforcement learning (RL) method stimulated development of learning through interaction with environment; however, state-based value learning that is in the core of implementation of RL, is useful only for the simple systems with a small number of states. Learning effort and computational cost increase significantly with the environmental complexity, so that optimal decision making in a complex environment is still intractable by means of reinforcement learning.
The overall goal of this chapter is to address the key issues facing development of cognitive agents that interact with a dynamically changing environment. In such an environment, typical reinforcement learning works poorly as the approximated value function changes, thus more extensive training does not translate into more successful operation. The main purpose of this chapter is to introduce a learning strategy that recognizes the environment's complexity, and captures it in the network of interdependent motivations, goals, and values that machine learns while interacting with the hostile environment. The method is inspired by human learning, in which the external reward is not the only motivation to succeed, and actions taken are not just to maximize this reward, but lead to a deeper understanding of complex relations between various objects and concepts in the environment.
The method described in this chapter is known as motivated learning (ML), where internal motivations, created either by the external reward or other motivations, may dominate over the externally set goals (and rewards). In reinforcement learning, the machine does not always try to maximize its reward and sometimes performs random moves. This abandonment of the optimum policy is a part of its learning strategy. The random moves are used to explore the environment to perhaps improve its value system, but as the learning progresses, the machine follows the optimum policy more often, trying to maximize the total reward received. In motivated learning this abandonment of the optimum policy that maximizes the external reward is deliberate and is driven by the need to satisfy internally set objectives. In the process, the machine learns new perceptions, improves sensory-motor coordination, and discovers complex relations that exist in the environment. By relating its actions to changes they cause in the environment, a ML machine builds complex motivations and a system of internal rewards that help it to operate in this environment.
ML produces embodied intelligence (EI) agents that develop internal motivations, set their own goals and build internal reward systems. By providing an agent with an internal drive to learn, set its own objectives, and evaluate the success of its actions, motivated learning may lead to intelligent behavior. A ML agent receives reinforcement from the environment for its most primitive objectives and uses it to develop a complex system of motivations and internal goals, and learns actions to implement these goals. ML is better equipped to handle complexities of the environment, thus it delivers better performance in a hostile environment with complex rules. However, its main advantage is that it produces a system of values related to various, previously unknown to it, concepts in the environment without receiving explicit reward for this learning. As a result, it resembles human learning, where internal motivations lead to creation of advanced concepts and intelligent behavior.
In this chapter, I will first define scalable models of intelligent systems, and then characterize the main issues in building intelligent models that await solutions. I will discuss a need for a mechanism that yields reactionary low-level sensory-motor interactions and naturally extends these interactions towards building complex pathways of higher-level relations between sensory inputs and motor outputs. Then, in the following section, I will address the issue of motivation for a machine to develop its abilities and to learn. I will demonstrate how this brings about advanced perception and motor skills and results in the emergence of desired properties.
In the subsequent section, I will discuss how the machine can define its higher level goals and learn to build proper representations of sensory-motor interactions to support these goals. These abstract goals will be related to predefined primitive goals; however they will not be directly represented at the design stage. Instead, they will evolve through a learning process to efficiently handle the built-in goals in an unknown, dynamically changing environment. Because these abstract goals are internally generated, only the machine "knows" if and when they are accomplished. This changes the dynamics of the learning process. ML, with its goal creation (GC) mechanism, improves an agent's ability to perceive useful objects. Thus an agent may improve its cognitive complexity by introducing new concepts and automatically relating them to already familiar concepts. It also helps the agent to learn useful motor skills, thus increasing its ability to interact with environment.
Internal goals are created by the machine based on their relations to externally specified objectives and other internal goals. Thus the machine learns causal relations between its internal goals and externally reinforced ones. By learning how to satisfy the external goals, the machine learns to anticipate an outcome of its action. I will illustrate how, by using the anticipated reward signal, the machine plans to implement externally set objectives. The machine can also change the planned set of actions, if the conditions in the environment indicate that the chosen ones cannot be successfully completed. This can be done, for instance, by blocking the selected action if the machine observes that a resource needed to complete this action cannot be found in the environment at a given time. I will discuss such anticipatory planning and action selection mechanism in the ML systems and illustrate its activation. various tasks to implement these goals in a dynamically changing environment. I will show how a goal can be addressed in such a system in spite of distractions and interruptions that switch the machine's attention to analyze the disturbance or to address other goals that became more important in a given situation.
Learning complex goals may require the implementation of several subgoals. Such a strategy is effectively implemented in hierarchical RL (Bakker, 2004) . This is different from learning how to implement the higher level goals that characterize ML. For instance earning money is a higher level goal that may be created when a machine needs to buy food, and may require the ML machine to create a concept of money. However, earning money is not a subgoal necessary for buying food, thus it is not a subject of hierarchical RL. A mechanism that yields such higher level goals will be discussed.
In a separate section, I will illustrate the development process which intertwines the building of an abstract hierarchy of goals, features and skills. This process provides a motivation for the machine to act and learn, and is responsible for increasing the complexity of the machine's actions. I will show how this development and learning process modifies machine's behavior, and I will compare the efficiency of the motivated learning and the reinforcement learning mechanisms. This chapter concludes with a summary of the proposed approach to revamping the idea of motivated learning, stressing necessary extensions of the existing approaches.
BACKGROUND FOR MOTIVATED LEARNING
Proposed by Hans Moravec (Moravec, 1984, pp. 215-224) and popularized by Rodney Brooks (Brooks, 1991a, pp. 139-159) , embodied intelligence brought revolutionary changes to the design of autonomous robots and revived hopes for development of natural intelligence in machines.
The subsumption architecture proposed by Brooks (Brooks, 1986, pp.77-84) uses hierarchical layers of behavioral modules, where lower layer modules are subordinate to higher levels and the design is bottom up from simpler to more complex goals. The modules coordinate sensory-motor interactions leading to predesigned skills of increasing complexity. This type of architecture is good for real time robotics, where multiple parallel sensory-motor paths control the robot's behavior. There is no central control or built-in representation of the environment structured in this architecture. Individual modules are designed gradually, layer after layer, using simple, data driven finite state machines. Although this architecture provides fast parallel operation and coordination of multiple concurrent processing units, it requires a designer's effort to build the hierarchy of modules -a task that is increasingly difficult as a machine's organization becomes more advanced and its operation less understood.
The Reinforcement Learning (RL) mechanism is related to the way animals and humans learn (Bakker, 2004, pp. 438-445) . Based only on occasional pain and pleasure signals, RL agents must find out how to interact with their environment to maximize their expected reward. In reinforcement learning (Sutton, 1984) , values are associated with the machine's states and actions to maximize total reward from the environment. However, when the environment is complex, this state based approach to learning of the value function takes a lot of effort and training data. Another problem is that reinforcement learning suffers from the credit assignment problem which means that it is not able to properly reward or punish machine's actions (Sutton, 1984) , (Fu & Anderson, 2006) . O'Reilly proposed a Primary Value and Learned Value (PVLV) scheme implementing Pavlovian conditioning (O'Reilly, 2007, pp. 31-49) to directly associate the stimuli and the reward, as an alternative to the temporal-differences (TD) used in traditional reinforcement learning. While this alleviated some concerns about the credit assignment and had better biological justification than temporal difference, it did not remove major restrictions of reinforcement learning in complex and changing environments.
Hierarchical reinforcement learning (Currie, 1991, pp. 49-86) , (Kaelbling, 1993, pp. 167-173) was an attempt to improve reinforcement learning in structured environments. First, the hierarchy was provided by the designer and the complex task was subdivided for faster learning. In (Singh, 1992, pp. 323-340) a manager program selects sub-managers and assigns them their subtasks. State-action values are learned separately by managers and sub-managers in their corresponding domains. Dayan (Dayan & Hinton, 1993) proposed a similar organization consisting of a hierarchy of managers responsible for learning individual subtasks. It was demonstrated that this simplifies the reinforcement learning effort and increases its efficiency (Parr & Russell, 1998) . Although the learning of value functions is performed automatically, organization of the hierarchy, and determination of the internal states, requires a designer's effort. Bakker and Schmidhuber took this hierarchical approach a step further by providing subgoal discovery and subpolicy learning at different levels of hierarchy (Bakker & Schmidhuber, 2004, pp. 438-445) . In their work, a hierarchy structure is determined automatically by the system that identifies subgoals for the machine. The system is stimulated to learn subgoal organization by local rewards provided by a higher level policy in a fashion similar to the one used in advantage learning (Harmon & Baird, 1996) . RL assumes that the current input tells the agent everything it needs to know about the environment. This is often unrealistic. If we want to develop machines with learning abilities similar to that of humans, then we must go beyond the reactive mappings used in RL.
An important question was raised by Pfeifer and Bongard -how to motivate a machine to do anything, and in particular to develop its own abilities to perceive and act (Pfeifer & Bongard, 2007) . What mechanism can be used to direct an agent to explore its environment and learn new concepts and skills? According to Pfeifer, an agent's motivation should emerge from the developmental process. Steels suggested equipping an agent with self-motivation (Steels, 2004, pp. 231-242 ) based on the idea of "flow" experienced by people when they outperform their current ability level. This "flow" is used as motivation for further development. Intrinsic motivations were proposed in developmental robotics based on curiosity-driven exploration, novelty, and surprise studied previously in psychology (White, 1959, pp. 297-333) and neuroscience (Schultz, 2002, pp. 241-263) . Schmidhuber used these ideas to develop artificial curiosity in robots for autonomous exploratory behavior and learning of the unknown environment (Schmidhuber, 1991) . Based on curiosity principle, Oudeyer (Oudeyer et al., 2007) presented an intrinsic motivation system used to drive a robot in continuous noisy inhomogeneous environment to self-organize its behavior. Also, active learning (Cohn, 1996, pp. 129-145) , (Hasenjager & Ritter, 2002, pp. 137-169 ) using these ideas, maximizes the expected information gain and improves the learning speed by concentrating the machine's exploration on the cases where uncertainty of the internal model is the largest. In active learning, a machine can achieve higher learning efficiency by actively choosing the data from which it learns.
The big question is what to do next? How to move forward in developing concepts and models for machine intelligence? In particular, how to motivate a machine to act and enhance its intellectual abilities, how to improve its learning efficiency, how to suggest a mechanism for structural selforganization, from which higher level perceptions and skills could evolve through the machine's interaction with its environment. Finally, how do we design a machine that is capable not only of implementing given goals, but also of creating them and deciding which to pursue, and of doing so in a changing environment and in spite of distractions and unforeseen difficulties. In this chapter, I try to answer some of these questions by describing the motivated machine learning scheme, which yields machines that derive their motivations from external and internal pain signals and create their own goals.
In contrast to classical reinforcement learning, where the reinforcement signals come from the outside environment, the motivated learning mechanism generates internal reward signals associated with abstract motivations and goals accomplished by the machine. The machine's actions are followed by the internal assessments of how well the internally set objectives are satisfied, and based on these assessments an internal system of motivations, goals and skills is built. At the same time, internal motivations address specific goals rather than new unpredictable situations that characterize curiosity based learning. Yet, at any given time, when an agent does not have specific goals, it uses artificial curiosity to explore the environment. These explorations help the agent to learn its goal driven actions. However, not all unlearned experiences are worth learning. According to Schmidhuber's theory of surprise, novelty, interestingness, and attention, curious agents are interested only in learnable but yet unknown regularities.
NEED FOR MOTIVATED LEARNING
The biological brain is both an inspiration and a model for development of intelligence in machines. We cannot build the brain, but we can try to make structures that exhibit similar activation of perceptions, memories, and motor control when exposed to similar signals from the environment. Learning based on intrinsic motivations is obtained when the machine learns how to act by observing results of its actions and correcting them in such a way as to minimize the error between the obtained and the expected results. By exploring the environment, the machine learns what is there and how its actions affect the environment. Yet, rather than learning all its observations, the machine focuses on those that differ from what it already knows and, therefore, can predict. It is desirable that intrinsic motivation should lead to a learning strategy that is task independent. Using this strategy the machine will be able to learn a hierarchy of skills that can later be applied to specific tasks that it will need to do (Barto et all., 2004) . This kind of intrinsic motivation can be based on surprise, novelty (Huang & Weng 2002) , or a learning process (Kaplan & Oudeyer, 2004) .
The problem with curiosity based intrinsic motivations
To some degree, intrinsic motivations that trigger curiosity based learning can be compared to the exploratory stage in reinforcement learning. In reinforcement learning, a machine occasionally explores the state-action space, rather than performing an optimum action in the task of maximizing its rewards. However, without proper control of these explorations, a machine may not develop its abilities or even develop a destructive behavior (Oudeyer et al., 2007, p. 267) . Intrinsic motivations can also select actions that yield a maximum rate of reduction of the prediction error, which improves learning when the machine tries to improve on one kind of activity (e.g. specialized moves for a selected task). However, the problem is that switching between tasks may provide the maximum rate of error reduction and such action could be selected for learning based on the maximum rate of reduction of the prediction error. This would be counterproductive and would reduce progress in learning desired activities.
The Intelligent Adaptive Curiosity (IAC) method, that implements intrinsic motivations for developmental robotics, motivates machines to maximize their learning progress (Oudeyer et al., 2007, p. 269) . It divides the state-action space into regions based on clustering of learned exemplars stored in the machine's memory under supervision of a higher level learning mechanism. This organization prevents the machine from learning rapidly in situations that are too easy or too difficult, improving its learning in continuous, unstructured state-action spaces. While the IAC method removes some of the problems of curiosity based intrinsic motivation, it leads to learning without purpose. Anything that is interesting to learn and improves the agent's motor skills will be tried out, and the machine will guide itself to generate optimum developmental sequences. While this approach is useful for an early stage of robot development, it does not stimulate learning of specific skills that may be required for an expert level performance.
According to Weng, machine learning methods that measure the performance of a system on a predefined task, are not suited for developmental robots (Weng, 2004 ). Yet, the strength of curiosity based method that is beneficial in the early stage of machine learning, may become its weakness once a machine needs to perform specific tasks and needs to specialize in what to learn. In complex systems with multi-goal operation, there may be simply too many interesting things to learn and the organization of motivations and goals needs external fine tuning. Thus, it may be useful to combine curiosity based learning with goal oriented learning in a novel and self-organizing way.
In hierarchical reinforcement learning (HRL) with subgoal discovery, subgoals are equivalent to desired and useful observations obtained by clustering input data (Bekker, 2004) . In this approach, high level policies discover subgoals and relate them to an overall learning objective. This minimizes the designer's effort and leads to automatic learning of the goal hierarchy. Low-level policies learn how to implement individual subgoals by learning low-level value functions in local subspaces of the sensory-motor space. HRL aims at using high-level observations to optimize the subgoals and manage their real time use. System limitations include the large number of parameters and the proper identification of useful subgoals. Although HRL with subgoal discovery awards a machine for discovery of useful subgoals (using small internal rewards), it implements the main idea of reinforcement learning. As such, it is based on maximization of total reward for externally set objectives, and it inherits RL inability to set and pursue higher level goals. Thus its development is constrained.
How to address this problem?
An important question facing researchers in autonomous machine learning is how can intrinsic motivations be defined to provide lifetime, task-independent yet goal oriented learning? While learning must yield task-independent cumulative knowledge, to be an efficient learner the machine must use task driven exploration, accumulation, and generalization of knowledge. Active learning strategy does not seem to fit the bill, since the learning experiments must be prescribed even if the machine autonomously decides which of them to select.
The combination of curiosity based learning with HRL subgoal discovery does not provide a natural switching mechanism between useful subgoals and curiosity, and will not yield natural intelligence. On one hand, curiosity based machines will gather general knowledge about the world in a random fashion, and therefore, will limit efficient reuse of prior knowledge for higher level skills and concept development. On the other hand, goal driven subgoal discovery will limit the machine's interest in whatever knowledge it acquires to prespecified objectives. While robot designers may claim efficiency of such solutions, what they will get, as a result of applying such methods, is a well designed, well controlled, and predictable robot, not an intelligent machine.
What we may need to implement an intelligent machine is a goal driven mechanism that will motivate a machine to improve its understanding of the environment and to set and choose abstract goals, a mechanism that is different from aimless search and discovery (typical for curiosity based learning), and is different from relentless pursuit of the externally set objectives and related external rewards (typical for reinforcement learning).
MOTIVATED LEARNING METHOD Neurocognitive model
Before I describe the proposed motivated learning, let us consider a biologically inspired model for cognitive processing. We need this model to justify and describe basic operating principles of biologically inspired motivated learning. The model reflects current theories in cognitive neuroscience about the organization and function of various brain regions, and how brain activities relate to cognition (Baars & Gage, 2007) . The model involves collaboration of concurrent processing within central executive, reward and subconscious processing blocks, episodic and semantic memory, and interaction with sensory and motor pathways. In this model the central executive block is spread between several functional units without clear boundaries or a single triggering mechanism. It is responsible for coordination and selective control of other units. This block interacts with other units for performing its tasks. Its tasks include cognitive perception, attention, motivation, goal creation and goal selection, thoughts, planning, learning, supervision and motor control, etc. For this purpose, it needs the ability to dynamically select and direct execution of programs that govern attention, cueing, episodic memory, and action monitoring. In addition, the central executive can activate semantic memory and control emotions.
The central executive directs cognitive aspects of machine control and learning experiences but its operation is influenced by competing signals representing motivations, desires, and attention switching that are not necessarily cognitive or consciously realized. The central executive does not have any clearly identified decision making center. Instead, its decisions are a result of competition between signals that represent motivations, pains, and desires. At any moment, competition among these signals can be interrupted by attention switching signals. Such signals constantly vary in intensity as a result of internal stimuli (e.g., hunger) or externally presented and observed opportunities. Thus, the fundamental mechanism that directs the machine in its action is physically distributed as competing signals are generated in various parts of machine's mind. Further, it is not fully cognitive, since, before a winner is selected, the machine does not interpret the meaning of the competing signals.
Central executive cognition is predominantly sequential, as a winner of the internal competition is identified and serves as an instantaneous director of the cognitive thought process, until it is replaced by another winner. Once a winner of the internal competition is established, the central executive provides cognitive interpretation of the result, providing top down activation for perception, planning, internal thought or motor functions. It is this cognitive realization of internal processes that results in the central executive's decisions concerning what is perceived, planning of how to respond, internal talk, and what to do, that we associate with a conscious experience and a continuous train of such experiences constitutes consciousness.
A critical block, that influences operation of the central executive, contains mostly subconscious processing of primitive and abstract pain signals related to internal and external rewards and learned systems of values. This block is functionally related to a large number of regulatory organs in the brain such as the anterior cingulate cortex (responsible for reward anticipation, empathy and emotion), the amygdala (responsible for emotional associations), the ventral tegmental area (managing reward, motivation and addiction) and the hypothalamus (metabolic processes and pain signals), or the substantia nigra and basal ganglia (responsible for reward, addiction, motor control and learning). Within this block, reward signals that govern learning are processed or generated. This block may cue episodic and semantic memories, switch attention, provide motivations, help to select goals, and interact with action monitoring. Many cognitive operations of the central executive are influenced and triggered by subconscious processing in this block related to rewards, emotions, and pain signals that motivate the machine.
Presented in this section model for cognitive processing is in agreement with proposed by Dehaene, Kerszberg, & Changeux (1998) a "neuronal model of a global workspace" and their hypothesis for how the integration of sensory inputs might take place in self-organizing structures of biological neurons. According to this hypothesis workspace neurons are globally interconnected in such a way that only one "workspace representation" can be active at any given time. They selectively activate or inhibit, through descending connections, the contribution of specific neurons in the sensory and motor pathways. The workspace activity is "a constant flow of individual coherent episodes of variable duration" controlled by attention and evaluation circuits (orbitofrontal cortex, anterior cingulate, hypothalamus, amygdala, ventral striatum, and mesocortical projections to prefrontal cortex).
Motivated learning
The fundamental question is how to create a self-organizing mechanism that will use conscious and subconscious processing to trigger learning, motivate the machine, and manage its operations? The assumption made in motivated learning is that an intelligent machine must be able to learn how to avoid pain signals coming from the environment. The external pain signals may be predefined and wired to the centers that detect the level of this pain and are able to trigger a learning mechanism when such pain is either increasing (bad) or decreasing (good). For learning to take place, such pain must persist in various forms, so this requires a hostile environment. The machine's response to external pain signals constitutes goal oriented motivation to act. A machine's intelligence will develop to learn how to minimize this pain, and in the process of doing so, the machine will learn the rules of the environment.
To this end, an embodied intelligent agent is defined as follows: Definition: Embodied Intelligence (EI) agent is a mechanism (biological, mechanical, or virtual) that learns how to reduce its pain signals in a hostile environment. Hostility of the environment is perceived by the agent as the pain signals that must be reduced. Hostility of the environment is persistent and is expressed through perceived signals of pain, aggression (towards the agent), insufficient resources, etc.
Although learning can be governed through both reward and punishment signals, the second type of signal may be sufficient and unlike the first one will lead to stable systems. As an example of system instability consider that, given a choice, rats would electrically stimulate their reward centers in preference of food until they die (Baars & Gage, 2007, p. 383) . It is also well known that drug abuses in humans (that stimulate their pleasure centers) may lead to their death. Thus pain, not gratification, will be chosen as the dominating stimuli for motivated learning. While we can always interpret the reduction of pain as a reward, from the system point of view, maximization of reward leads to different solutions than minimization of pain (negative signal). While the first one turns into a classical maximization problem and may produce unstable systems (with infinite reward), the second one will terminate once the negative pain signal is reduced below a specified threshold. Not only does pain reduction guarantee system
stability, but what is equally important from the point of view of multi objective learning systems, it will provide a natural way of managing motivations and goal selection. Mathematically, it corresponds to solving a minimax problem, where the optimization effort is concentrated on the strongest pain signal and automatically switches to another objective once the dominant pain is reduced below other pain values.
To guarantee system stability, any reward based learning should come with constrains on how much reward is accepted, temporarily desensitizing system to an additional reward. After reward exceeds a set threshold, sensitivity to this reward may gradually decrease and the perceived amount of reward will be small.
Pain, representing all types of discomforts, fear, panic, anger and pressures, is a common experience of all people and animals. On the most primitive level, people feel discomfort when they are hungry, so that they learn to eat and to search for food. Although, on more abstract levels, they may have different motives and higher-level goals, the primitive pains help them to develop these complex motivations and learn a system of values in order to learn skills useful for successful operation in their environments. Neurobiological study supports the suggestion that there are multiple regions of the brain involved in the pain system also known as the "pain matrix" (Melzack, 1990) . Experiments using fMRI have identified that such a matrix includes a number of cortical structures, the anterior insula, cingulate and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices (Peyron, et al., 2000) , and subcortical structures including the amygdala (Derbyshire, et al., 1997) and the thalamus and hypothalamus (Hsieh, et al., 2001) . Two concurrent systems are identified in the pain matrix -the lateral pain system, which processes physical pains, and the medial pain system, which processes the emotional aspects of pain, including fear, stress, dread and anxiety (Tölle, et al., 1999) . Physically harmful stimuli activate neurons in the lateral pain system, and the anticipation of pain activates the medial pain system inducing stress and anxiety. It has also been demonstrated that the anticipation of a painful stimulus can activate both pain systems (Porro, 2002) . It has been widely accepted that pain has sensory-discriminative, affective, motivational, and evaluative components (Melzack, 1968) . Thus pain can be used as a significant component of developmental experience. The work presented by (Mesulam, 1990) suggests that the cingulate cortex is the main contributor to a motivational network that interacts with a perceptual network in the posterior parietal cortex. In this work, it is proposed that the pain network is responsible for emergence of abstract motivations that lead to goal creation and learning, and affects attention, motor control, planning and sensory perception.
A pain based mechanism capable of creating motivations and abstract goals for a machine to act, learn, and develop is suggested. A simple pain based goal creation system is explained next. It uses externally defined pain signals that are associated with primitive pains. The machine is rewarded for minimizing primitive pain signals. Yet, to prevent development of a cautious agent that is not willing to explore the environment, and thus stifle learning, the environment is inherently hostile to the agent. This means, that without a proper action by the agent, externally applied pain signals are gradually increasing, forcing the agent to respond and search for the appropriate solutions.
This model does not entirely exclude positive reward signals from playing useful role in motivation, goal creation, and learning of intelligent systems. Neuroscience provides ample examples of reward pathways in mammalian brains, like dopaminergic neurons between ventral tegmental area (VTA) and nucleus accumbens in the forebrain or between VTA and orbitofrontal cortex (Panksepp, 1998) . Dopamine is produced in anticipation of the reward signal and novel, unexpected events (Schultz, 2002) . Similarly, liking and pleasurable experiences are related to GABA (gamma-aminobutyric acid) neurotransmitter production and distribution of pleasure signals through the shell of nucleus accumbens, ventral pallidum, and brainstem parabrachial nucleus (Berridge, & Robinson, 2003) . Such reward based motivation and learning can be made fully compatible with the presented pain based mechanism in which the strongest negative signal is selected as a winning signal. First, to make a reward system stable, the maximum reward will be limited. Then, by treating the maximum reward limit as a negative bias, we may treat lack of reward as a negative signal that can be minimized to zero when the reward reaches its maximum value.
In this interpretation, both positive reward signals, and curiosity based learning are bounded between minimum and maximum values and are biased such that the maximum is set to zero. This will preserve a selection of the dominant (pain) signal as a singular motivation at any given moment of machine interaction with the environment.
Based on this mechanism, the system is motivated to act and learn, and importantly, introduces abstract concepts, and uses them to create higher order pain signals and abstract motivations. Internal reward signals reinforce the actions that lower both primitive and abstract pains. Thus, learning is focused on solving problems often set by the machine without intervention of a teacher. The machine progresses from the lower level goals towards more abstract goals automatically, provided that these abstract goals are warranted by more effective performance in the environment. The developed system of internal motivations, although initiated by externally regulated pain signals, has its own dynamics, with only an indirect relation to primitive motivations and rewards.
Organization of Motivation and Goal Creation System
This section describes the motivated learning method that is used by embodied intelligence agents to develop. Definition: Motivated learning (ML) is learning based on a self-organizing system of emerging internal motivations and goal creation in an embodied agent satisfying the following requirements:
• The motivated learning mechanism creates higher level (abstract) motivations and sets goals based on dominating primitive and abstract pain signals.
• It generates internal rewards when a completed action that implements a selected goal reduces the pain (primitive or abstract) associated with this goal.
• ML applies to embodied intelligence agents working in a hostile environment.
• A goal is an objective that the agent wants to accomplish through action.
An agent that uses motivated learning to develop will be called Motivated Embodied Intelligence (MEI) agent. MEI agents share many similar properties with a special type of the rational software agents known as Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agents described by Rao & Georgeff (1995) . Although the BDI software model is closely associated with intelligent agents, however its main focus is choice of plans and their execution rather than programming of intelligent agents. On the other hand, MEI agents aim at development of intelligent agents and therefore do not assume prespecified plans or motivations other than those triggering the learning process (primitive pains).
The following discussion compares MEI to BDI agents:
• Like BDI, MEI agent develops a system of beliefs by observing environment, learning its rules and recognizing the state of the environment using perception. These beliefs link perceptions to semantic knowledge about the environment, coded through network of interconnections between perceptions, pain centers, goals and planned actions. However, since MEI is intended for neuronal network implementation, no formal syntax is used to represent knowledge and any inference and plans must be obtained through neural activations.
• Desires in the BDI agent correspond to motivations (primitive and abstract pains) in the MEI agent. These pains are competing for agent's attention and typically are not realized unless one of them dominates. They participate in MEI agent's goal switching mechanism.
• Goals that result from the winning pain signal and represent what MEI agent wants to accomplish at any given time correspond to goals of the BDI agent. Only the winning pain signal motivates MEI agent to act and can be recognized in a cognitive way by agent's central executive as its goal, this is similar to adaptation of a single goal in BDI agent.
• Intentions in BDI agent are equivalent to selected (preferred) means and ways of implementing goals in MEI agent. A preferred way of goal implementation is chosen by competition between various possible ways of satisfying the dominant pain, and depends on environment condition (e.g. availability of resources) as well as MEI agent ability to perform the selected action. MEI agent is an open-minded agent (as defined by Rao & Georgeff (1995) ) that allows changes in the perceptions and motivations to act.
• Finally, plans (sequences of learned actions) and events (external triggers and attention switching signals) in MEI agent correspond to plans and events in BDI agent. In MEI agent, they will be learned and stored using neuron networks structures capable to remember sequences of actions and events. The requirement is to have these sequences stored in the episodic memory (similar in its function to hippocampus) or automated, subconscious motor sequences (as in cerebral cortex).
A significant difference is that while BDI agents try chose proper actions and plans from set operations, its motivations are predetermined by the designers. Unlike a BDI agent, MEI agent creates its own motivations to act and learns how to implement its goals.
Motivated learning needs a mechanism for creating abstract motivations and related goals. Once implemented, such a mechanism manages motivations, as well as selects and supervises execution of goals. Motivations emerge from interaction with the environment, and at any given stage of development, their operation is influenced by competing pain and attention switching signals. Dominant motivations direct machine sensory-motor coordination and learning experiences. Pain signals and attention switching signals constantly vary in intensity as a result of the machine's interaction with the environment. Motivated learning uses external and internal rewards to learn, thus it may benefit from reinforcement learning techniques to learn how to attain a specific goal.
Motivation and goal creation system contains distributed pain detection and learning centers that machine associates with its internally generated or externally applied pain signals through self-organization. Motivated learning builds internal representations of observed sensory inputs and links them to learned actions that are useful for its operation. If the result of the machine's action is not relevant to its current goal, no intentional learning takes place. This screening of what to learn is very useful since it protects machine's memory from storing insignificant observations, even though they are not predictable by the machine and may be of sufficient interest for curiosity based learning. Curiosity based learning still can take place in such a system, when the system is not triggered by other motivations. However, it will play a secondary role to goal oriented learning.
A motivated learning mechanism develops a network of abstract pain detection and learning centers. These pain centers manage the pain signals and the competition between these pain signals results in motivation to act. The winning goals (the most dominant pains) represent needs of the machine. The machine learns the means to implement the goals by taking actions that reduce these pains. Eventually, a motivated learning machine discovers rules that govern the external environment. The rules in the environment are determined by and come from the environment. These are all kinds of rules that environment enforces on the agent: for instance physical (like if you drop a tool it is going to fall to the ground) as well as societal rules (if you do not cooperate people may not be nice to you). These include rules related to abstract concepts, and complex relationships between such concepts, that may exist in the environment. The important fact is that neither the rules nor the related concepts are known to the machine a priori, and the machine's role is to discover these rules and use them to achieve its own objectives.
Notice, that initially, distributed pain detection and learning centers are not associated with any specific observations pains or goals. They are activated when local neurons to which they connect are selected through self-organizing process to represent objects, goals, or actions that the machine finds useful (and associates them with specific pain reduction). Thus from the structural (neuronal network) point of view, no interpretation is possible (or desired) of what a particular pain detection and learning center represents as this can only be established through emerging learned properties.
Characteristics of the Motivation Mechanism
The basic motivation for a machine to act comes from the hostile environment that inflicts the primitive pain to which the machine responds. The machine detects this pain and if the pain dominates, it tries to act to lower the pain. The machine explores the environment and either discovers a way of lowering the dominant pain (preferred action) or another pain becomes stronger and switches the machine's attention to a more pressing issue. In this process, machines develop their ability to successfully operate in a given environment.
Eventually, if the machine cannot find the solution and pain reaches its maximum value, the machine has lost the battle for survival. This means that the environment was too harsh for the machine to learn how to solve the problem, or this problem was not solvable given the resources in the environment, or the machine was unable to perform needed action. For instance, if the machine does not have means to putout the fire (no fire extinguisher) that started around it, and it cannot escape the fire (its legs got stuck), it will not survive when its body temperature rises too high.
At any given time, the machine suffers from the combination of different pains with different intensities. Pains vary over time, changing the effective motivation to act as the agent sets reduction of the strongest pain as its current goal. Each goal may require a unique approach both in terms of resources used and the type of action performed. If the machine finds a solution to a dominating pain, then the learned response becomes a mean to implement the goal, should a similar pain dominate in future. From lower level goals, the machine builds more complex goals, and the same mechanism that was used in the lower levels is used to trigger the abstract pain and evaluate pain changes. This mechanism leads to the development of a complex system of drives, values, and concepts in a given environment.
At the lowest levels of the goal hierarchy, in initial stages of building stable perceptual representations and learning their meanings (and semantic associations with other representations) the responses that lover the primitive pain signals are not cognitive. They may be compared to learning reflexes, where semantic perception is not necessary to perform a desired action. However, as the machine responds in a desired way, it learns to associate perceptions and proper actions with pain reduction and, in the process, helps to establish internal representations of perceived sensory inputs. Thus conceptualization (input processing) and learning of desired response (goal implementation) are integrated, and the ML mechanism helps building stable representations of input signals, while simultaneously learning how to handle concepts that they represent.
The resulting organization of the motivated learning agent's "brain" is a function of the machine's ability to observe, learn, self organize its knowledge, and develop its motor functions and skills. It is also a function of changes taking place in the environment, and the complete history of the agent's interaction with this environment. Thus the agent's intelligence is a unique result of the entire learning process, and since no two agents may have exactly the same experiences in a natural environment, no two agents will develop exactly in the same way (except in an artificially simulated environment, where the changes in the environment can be exactly replicated). Therefore, embodied agents developing in a natural environment based on the motivated learning principle are unique beings.
Pain detection and learning center
The pain based learning uses identical structural units capable of pain detection, evaluation and reinforcement learning, known as basic pain detection and learning centers. A simplified example of such center is shown on Fig. 2 . It contains a pair of neurons responsible for pain detection (pain level neuron) and memory of the pain before the action took place (dual pain level neuron). Two simple comparators are used to detect a change in the pain level, and to reinforce learning. The pain detection and learning center is stimulated by the input pain signal that the machine needs to reduce. When the pain is reduced as a result of an action that involved a specific sensory-motor pair, then this action is reinforced and likely will be selected in future if a similar pain is detected. However, when the pain increases, such action will be less likely to be selected in future in response to this type of pain. Notice that the presented example of pain detection and learning center illustrates only the idea of distributed, initially uncommitted processing units used in ML and by no means is its only or final implementation.
Fig.2 Basic pain detection and learning center.
Primitive pain comes from the hostile environment, and it is assumed that such pain gradually increases, unless it is reduced by a proper action. This increasing pain stimulates machine's action. Initially actions are randomly selected, but with each unsuccessful try, the machine explores other actions. Upon a successful action, the learning center associated with this pain increases weights to the sensory-motor pair that reduces the pain, otherwise it reduces this weight. This association is shown symbolically as the excitation link between the pain neuron and the sensory-motor pair in Fig. 2 . The machine starts from the choice of action based on the most activated sensory-motor pair (known as goal implementation neuron) with the strongest weights to given pain stimuli. The number of goal implementation neurons corresponds to the number of all sensory-motor pairs or their sequences, and this number is dynamically increasing with increasing complexity of the perceived concepts and learned motor skills that result from developmental process. All goal implementation neurons and pain neurons are activated as a result of Winner-Take-All (WTA) competition between them, thus the machine selects a dominant pain and responds to this pain with the best possible action that it has learned to lower such pain.
Although, it may happen that the external pain will be reduced without action taken by the machine, or in spite of an irrelevant action, gradually over longer period of time, the machine will learn not to associate such action with a specific pain.
Creation of abstract motivations and abstract goals
An abstract pain is created once the machine is unable to perform the action that resulted in the reduction of the lower level pain. For instance, if a machine needed a certain resource to alleviate its primitive pain, and the resource is not available or it is hard to find, this creates an abstract pain signal. This abstract pain motivates the machine to explore how to provide the missing resource. A similar organization of an abstract pain center is used to trigger this motivation, and the abstract pain signal may be related, for instance, to the amount of resource the machine needs in the environment. An abstract pain center is not stimulated from a physical pain sensor; an abstract pain for instance symbolizes insufficient resource that the machine needs to reduce the primitive pain, thus this pain signal is internally generated.
Suppose that an agent receives several "primitive" pain signals that indicate that he is "dirty", "thirsty", or "hungry" -these signals are generated by its sensors. Depending on which signal dominates the agent tries to lower this pain. If, for example, the agent is thirsty, he can learn that drinking water lowers this primitive pain. However, when there is no more water, he cannot alleviate this pain. Therefore, the agent develops an abstract pain related to the lack of water. Once created, this pain center will compete with all other pains for attention, independently of the original primitive pain that was responsible for its creation. Thus, an abstract pain leads to a new learned motivation that may direct an agent to perform certain actions independently from its primitive pains (motivations). For example, an agent may not be thirsty, and yet, if there is no water, he will look for it whenever this abstract pain "lack of water" will dominate.
Motivated by this new abstract pain, the agent needs to learn how to overcome it. It may find out that it can draw water from the well. Thus, it learns a new concept (the well) and is able to recognize the well as something related to its needs (specifically lack of water). It also learns a new useful action "drawing the water from the well", and it associates this action with means to remove an abstract pain of not having water (its abstract goal). It also expects that, after performing this action (drawing water from the well), it will get water. This expectation will be useful for future action planning as well as to learn new concepts and to aid in their perception. At the same time, another higher level pain (and motivation to remove this pain) develops related to the possibility of drawing water from the well. Thus, if the well it was exploiting dries out, or the agent no longer can access this well, it may need to learn to overcome this pain, for instance by digging a new well. This process of building network of motivations (and abstract goal creation) can be illustrated using Fig. 3 .
Fig. 3 Creation of abstract pain signals
The network of motivations can be expanded both vertically (towards a higher abstraction level) as well as horizontally (on the same abstraction level). For instance, rather than drawing water from the well, an agent may learn that it is easier to buy water. Thus it develops an alternative way to accomplish this goal (get water). This will lead to an understanding of a new concept (money) and new abilities (buying water). Related to this will be another abstract pain of not having enough money, and related means to get rid of this pain (like selling food, working in an office, selling valuables, or digging a well). While some may point to new higher order motivations (like finishing school to get a good job), others may point to motivations previously developed both on a higher level (digging a well) or lower level (selling food).
Notice, that in the presented scheme, some goals may provide a circular path. For example, lack of food was an abstract pain developed through the action of eating food to satisfy hunger. An abstract goal resulting from the lack of food could be to earn money (to buy food), and yet selling food may be motivated by lack of money. Thus, a learning network must be able to detect and avoid using such circular solutions. In the proposed motivated learning scheme, this is accomplished by blocking the circular goals through inhibitory, unsuccessful action neurons (not shown here for the lack of space).
The machine is motivated by competing pain signals to act and to discover new ways of improving its interaction with the environment. By doing so, the machine not only learns complex relationships between concepts, resources, and actions; it also learns limitations of its own embodiment, and effective ways of using and developing its motor abilities. The machine learns to associate its motivations with goals that lead to deliberate actions. It learns the meaning of concepts and objects, and relations among objects, learns to perform new actions and to expect results of its actions. This builds-up complex motivations and higher level goals as well as the means of their implementation. Based on competing pain signals, the machine chooses which actions to execute to satisfy its goals and manages the goal priorities at any given time. Fig. 3 was given only as illustration of complex interdependencies that an intelligent agent (in this case human) may need to learn to be successful given the set of primitive pain signals. Typically machines are not thirsty, dirty or hungry, but they may have different predefined input signals treated as primitive pains, for instance low fuel level, low tire pressure, or dangerous exposure to heat, in addition to designer set objectives like a need to deliver a product on time, find the way home etc.
The following describes basic steps of pain based motivations, learning, and goal creation algorithm.
Motivated learning and goal creation algorithm
1. Select a dominant pain signal through winner takes all competition between pain centers. a. If no pain signals exceeds a prespecified threshold wait until one does. 2. Set reduction of the dominant pain signal as the current goal.
a. The current goal motivates machine to act. 3. Chose one of the previously learned actions that most likely will satisfy the current goal.
a. If none left go to 6. 4. Check if this action can be executed in current environment conditions. If no go to 3. 5. Execute the learned action.
a. If it resulted in lowering the dominant pain i. Increase the interconnection weights between the winning pain center and this action and increase the weight for abstract pain associated with this action. ii. Go to 1. b. If performed action did not lower the dominant pain i. Decrease the interconnection weights between the winning pain center and this action and decrease the weight for abstract pain associated with this action.
ii. Go to 3. 6. Perform goal oriented exploration and try new actions.
a. If a new action resulted in lowering the dominant pain i. Increase the interconnection weights between the winning pain center and this action and create a new abstract pain related to inability to perform this action. ii. Go to 1. b. If a new action did not lower the dominant pain repeat 6.
It is now widely recognized that humans from the very onset constantly and actively explore the environment (see Changeux, J.P., 2004) . This is compatible with need based as well as curiosity based exploration. In motivated learning, agent's ability to act on environment is in agreement with affordances as presented in Gibson's ecological approach to perception (Gibson, 1979) . In Gibson's affordances: action in the environment is in relation to the agent's motor capabilities and is independent of his experience, knowledge, or perception. In addition, an affordance either exists or it does not exist thus a desired behavior may be performed only if the opportunity presents itself in the environment.
The motivated learning may be combined with and will benefit from curiosity based learning. The curiosity will simply inform the machine about new discoveries (useful or not), while motivated learning will focus the search for specific objectives (increasing the effectiveness of learning). However, unlike the case of reinforcement learning, these objectives are not given to the machine by its designer. Motivations to accomplish them come from within the machine and the machine awards itself for satisfying these objectives.
Discovery of new ways to accomplish specific objectives makes learning more efficient than curiosity based discovery, and gives the machine freedom to decide how to approach a given problem. This brings the machine a step forward towards natural intelligence.
SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In order to illustrate the motivated learning and to compare ML with RL, a simulated environment was designed and applied to two agents that were using ML, and RL respectively, for their development. Both agents interact with the environment by using the same type of sensory inputs, external pain signals, and motor actions. The external pain is reduced once a machine performs a specific action. In this system, the machine's action changed the environment by modifying the availability of various resources. In a general learning environment, ML can be used to both sensory concept building, motor control, and goal driven learning, however, in this experiment both sensory inputs and motor outputs are symbolic to focus on developmental process, which does not limit validity of the obtained results.
Two types of simulation experiments were designed to compare the effectiveness of motivated learning and reinforcement learning. In the first one, the resources in the environment change gradually with the probability of a resource observed on a symbolic input declining with the number of times that this resource was used given as: where the "rate", that represents the rate of resource utilization, was set around 20 for all hierarchical levels. This is an easier environment, since the agent may restore a necessary resource by chance even without learning necessary dependencies.
In the second environment, the probability of resource availability declined rapidly and was described by:
In this case, the learning agent has a small window of opportunity to learn proper interaction (to replenish missing resources) after which, needed resources are very difficult to find.
Motivated learning interacts with the environment and is informed about the quality of its actions by an external pain signal. This pain signal is a foundation for setting internal abstract pains and goals to remove these pains. Likewise, RL is rewarded by reduction of the external pain signal. A simple linear hierarchy of resource dependencies was used to describe the environmental complexity. For instance, if the lowest level pain signal is hunger and eating food reduces this primitive pain, then food is a resource required to perform the necessary action. However, by eating food, the food supply in the environment is reduced, so reduction of the food supply triggers the internal abstract pain signal. If buying food can restore the food supply, then money is a resource required to perform the necessary action on the second level of hierarchy. However, by spending money, money at our disposal is reduced; so reduction of the money at hand triggers the internal abstract pain signal on the next level of hierarchy. If working for money can restore the money supply, then finding a job is required to perform the necessary action on the third level of hierarchy, etc.
Case I
In case I, both RL and ML agents were tested on gradually changing environments, governed by equation (1), using several levels of hierarchy to observe the simulation time and the pain signals. Q-learning (Sutton, R. S., & Barto, A. G., 1998) was used to implement the RL agent. In all tests, ML was 20-100 times faster than RL. While RL was able to learn the complexity of the environment with 6 levels of hierarchy, it took considerably more steps than ML to do so. At every step the primitive pain signal would increase by 0.1 unless the pain was removed by a proper action. Fig. 4 shows the average primitive pain level PP and resource utilization on levels 1-6 for the RL agent. The agent could restore resources while managing the maximum pain to be within 3.5. Since the RL agent does not create internal goals, resource utilization is shown to compare how both agents learn to manage external resources, and the larger resource utilization values indicate worse performance. 5 shows similar results for the ML agent. We can see that in less than 150 iterations the ML agent learned to properly manage all the resources in the environment and minimized its pain thereafter. During the learning period, the ML agent also showed smaller average pain PP than the RL agent. In addition, as soon as the needed resource was utilized (and abstract pain associated with this resource dominated) the ML agent took proper action to restore the resource, while RL agent did this in a haphazard way (as seen in Fig. 4 ), leading to larger average pain and larger resource utilization values.
Fig. 5 Primitive pain and resource utilization count in ML at various levels of hierarchy.
In a more complex environment, with larger number of hierarchical levels of resource dependencies, initially, RL seem to manage its external pain at lower levels than ML. Fig. 6 shows the combined results for the average pain signal of both agents in several experiments with environments of various levels of dependencies between resources -from 6 to 18 levels of hierarchy. The average pain was calculated separately in the initial learning period before ML converged to a solution (convergence point CP), and after that point. The rightmost row shows the average primitive pain values in the ML agent before the CP, and the next row shows its pain values after the CP. The third row from the right shows average primitive pain values in the RL agent before the CP, and the fourth row shows its pain values after the CP.
As we can see, the RL agent minimizes its primitive pain better in the initial phase (at least in the first 16 levels of hierarchy), however after the CP, ML reduced its average pain, while RL pain is gradually increasing. This indicates that RL did not properly learn complexities of the environment and either converges to a higher level pain than ML in easier environments with smaller number of hierarchy levels, or the pain signal starts to diverge in more complex environments. 
Case II
In the case II, both methods were tested in rapidly changing environments described by the equation (2) using 10 levels of hierarchy to observe the average pain signals. RL initially outperformed ML as it was in the case I. However, after the CP that in ML was around 500 iterations, RL slowly diverges, with a complete breakdown after 1100 iterations, when its pain started to increase linearly (logarithmically on the exponential pain scale presented in Fig. 7 ). ML clearly shows that it can manage its external pain on the low level after the CP. 
Comparing motivated learning and reinforcement learning
As demonstrated by the simulation experiments, motivated learning better equips a machine to interact with complex and progressively hostile environments than reinforcement learning. The machine gradually becomes both a better learner and a better actor. However, to develop in an optimum way, it requires gradually increasing complexity of the environment. The environment must be initially easier and give opportunity for the agent to learn before it becomes more hostile and demanding. This kind of scheme is what is needed for developmental robotics, and very much resembles conditions for developmental processes in humans.
Although the learning process was triggered and continue to respond to primitive pain signals, to a large extent, more developed ML machine responds to its internally generated motivations and goals. These goals may be different from those set by the designer. The machine may choose to pursue a higher level goal, even if it may have means and know how to implement lower level objectives. Since the decision as to which goal to pursue is based on the strength of various pain signals, at any time an abstract pain may dominate and the machine will perform actions to address this pain. Thus, a machine must be properly guided (perhaps with special incentives that it will find rewarding) to perform useful actions, without being forced to do so. This is definitely not what an RL machine will do, as it always pursues its prespecified goals. The RL machine may learn to perform subgoals only if they serve to accomplish a prespecified goal as was discussed in hierarchical reinforcement algorithms (Bakker & Schmidhuber , 2004) .
RL can use artificial curiosity to explore and to learn a hierarchy of subgoals. However, all the steps it will perform respond to major goals set by the designer, and are just steps on the way to accomplish these goals. These, at best, can be considered as subgoals to a predetermined goal. None of these subgoals can be a separate goal by itself, and can be performed only if they were triggered by a need to perform a goal -as intermediate steps to accomplish the goal.
Contrariwise, the ML machine may search for a solution to an abstract goal, even if it can accomplish the goal set by its designer. However, it is doing this to learn complex relations in the environment that are relevant to its ability to perform designer specified goals. So, it is ready to use this knowledge if needed when the environmental conditions change for worse. It is true that curiosity based learning can provide the machine with similar knowledge; however, the probability of randomly discovering the knowledge that is relevant to the machine's goals is very low. Table 1 . presents major differences between general RL and ML methods. RL learns a value function for a specified goal (for which it receives an external reward). ML learns many value functions not only for the externally specified goal but also for all internal motivations and abstract goals. Since all externally provided rewards are observable from the environment, the RL machine can be fully optimized. This was demonstrated in the work by Hutter, where he showed theoretical proof for the existence of an optimal reinforcement learning agent (Hutter, 2001, pp. 225-238) . To the contrary, ML cannot be optimized since its internal states are unknown to the environment; in particular, the environment cannot observe the total amount of reward the ML agent receives.
Once optimized, the RL agent is predictable, which is not the case with ML. In classical RL objectives are set by the designer, while in ML, at any given time, the machine may set and pursue new objectives that are not set or understood by the designer or may not be even known to him. These objectives change dynamically with changing motivations, are not predictable at the beginning of learning, and are fully dependent not only on the external reward and pain signals, but also on the whole learning experience.
RL solves basically an optimization problem for maximizing the reward, while a pain (negative reward) based ML solves a minimax problem. The difference is significant. Maximization may lead to destructive behavior and does not provide a natural switching mechanism for managing competing goals. Minimax leads to a multiobjective solution with a natural switching mechanism as discussed in the text. RL is always active, since the system tries to maximize the reward, while ML may rest when it does not experience any pain above a prespecified threshold value. Finally, the higher efficiency of ML over RL was demonstrated on a number of examples, in which the environment changes quickly, with complex dependencies between resources that require machine's awareness about these changes. Thus, in a changing environment, it is no longer most productive to maximize the reward based on classical RL rules (like QV learning (Wiering, M. A., 2005) , hierarchical reinforcement learning, temporal difference, etc.). The machine must show vigilance towards changes in the environment which may affect its future performance. Although ML and RL are different, ML may benefit from using efficient RL algorithms in its exploratory search for a solution to a specific problem (goal). It is the system that governs machine motivations and selects corresponding goals that differentiate them the most.
FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
More research is required to develop and document the concept of the motivated learning method. One of these future steps is to test motivated learning on typical reinforcement learning benchmarks with large dimensionality of the state/action spaces possibly combining ML with hierarchical RL to learn how to efficiently implement subgoals. Any form of reinforcement learning, e.g. hierarchical reinforcement learning with subgoal discovery, can be used in such combined learning process. Other mechanisms of learning relations between conditional signals and reward can be used to build motivations and establish new goals. For instance, Pavlovian learning scheme proposed by O'Reilly is a viable alternative to temporal difference used in reinforcement learning (O'Reilly et all. 2007 ) and can be used to benefit ML.
CONCLUSION
Motivated learning provides a new learning paradigm for development of autonomous, cognitive machines. It is based on pain driven mechanism to create internal motivations to act and learn. It develops internal representations and skills based on internal reward system that emerges from its successful interaction with the environment. In this work, it was compared with reinforcement learning both in terms of conceptual differences and computational efficiency. Motivated learning may be combined with reinforcement learning for a solution to a specific goal, and with curiosity based search to enhance its knowledge about the environment. However, ML is better focused than curiosity based learning and more efficient than reinforcement learning. Moreover, it provides a natural mechanism that governs machine motivations, select goals, and learns/selects actions to satisfy these goals. The proposed approach enriches machine's learning by providing a natural mechanism for developing goal oriented motivations, dynamical selection of goals and autonomous control needed for machine intelligence.
